
GE  
Security

   
Banking/Financial Solutions

Security you can bank on
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A ATM Access Area Camera 
ATM ID Camera
Office Area Camera 
Public View Door Monitor
Lobby Area Camera
ATM Area/Door Camera
Safe Deposit Box Camera
Interior Vault Camera
Exterior Vault Camera
Drive-Thru Teller Camera
Night Deposit Camera
Teller Camera
DVR Recording/Data Collection
Drive-Thru/Exit Camera
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Video Management

Pull Station 
Horn/Strobe
Remote Annunciator 
Fire Alarm Control Panel
Smoke DetectorE

D
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Fire & Life Safety

Security Management  
Platform for Windows®  
Operating Systems

Integrated Security  
Management

A
Central Station Monitoring
Alliance Security Platform
Motion Detectors
Seismic Sensor

B

Intrusion Management

C

A

Power-over-Ethernet Access 
Controller 
Security Management Platform 
for Aix/Unix Operating Systems
Card ReaderB

Access Control

A

B



Video Management
UltraView™   A  C  E  F  G  H  I  J  L  
This ultra-high-resolution camera, available in dome 
or traditional box, captures high detail in challenging 
lighting conditions. Able to penetrate high-contrast 
lighting with an extreme wide dynamic range, it offers  
95+ dB and 540 TVL resolution.

UltraView™ ATM   B

Designed for internal ATM installation, this ultra-high-
resolution camera is ideal for ATM low-light and backlit 
environments. It penetrates high-contrast lighting  
with an extreme wide dynamic range of 95+ dB and  
540 TVL resolution.

VisionmaX PVM-20HS   D

This motion-triggered surveillance tool captures and 
displays images of customers and comes with a built-in 
UltraView wide dynamic range camera that switches from 
digital signage to camera view.

CamPlus™ 2   K  N

This universal application dome and traditional box 
camera offers high sensitivity and provides crisp 
detail in ordinary, contrasting or extreme low-lighting 
conditions, with up to 540 TVL resolution.

SymSafe™ Pro   M

The SymSafe family of MPEG-4 Hybrid DVRs captures and 
stores bank activity and can be used stand-alone or as 
part of a networked video solution delivering real-time 
video recording. 

ProBridge   M

Captures ATM and Teller transaction data and associates 
it with recorded video. Data is searchable by time, date, 
camera or transaction texts.

Intrusion Management
MASterMind™   C

The leading event management software platform 
for central stations with proven reliability, scalability, 
flexibility, high-volume processing power and unique 
“n-way” redundancy. Its open design allows for legacy 
systems integration and offers alarm monitoring,  
service management and Web solutions, as well as 
integrated intrusion, video, access, telephony, GPS 
tracking and reporting.

Alliance Security Platform   A
Featuring a powerful intrusion alarm detection/ 
door control panel, this industry-leading platform  
is scalable and managed through Alliance Enterprise 
software package. Unique capabilities include access- 
card-based arm/disarm and video recording of alarm 
and access events.

Motion Detector   B

GE detectors include PIR and microwave technologies 
for precise range control and detection. Mirror Optic 
Passive Infrared Motion Sensors provide superior 
detection and excellent false alarm immunity.

Seismic Sensor   B

Designed to detect attempts to break into secure  
areas, GE seismic sensors offer unparalleled protection 
for vaults, safes, night deposit boxes and ATMs as well  
as data storage areas and filing cabinets.

Access Control
Picture Perfect™   A  
Picture Perfect™ is an enterprise-class security 
management platform that can control, monitor and 
record bank access activity and integrate access control, 
alarm monitoring, photo ID and data management.

DirecDoor™ PoE Controller   A

DirecDoor is the industry’s only two-reader and 
two-door, Power-over-Ethernet IP-connected access 
controller, allowing doors to be efficiently controlled 
using on-line access systems.

Transition™ Series Readers   B

Designed for control of multiple access points, the 
Transition series is an all-in-one card reader solution, 
compatible with the major proximity and smart card 
technologies.

Fire/Life Safety 
270-SPO Pull Station   A

These pull stations feature positive “glass” rod operation 
providing an easy means for manually initiating a fire 
alarm event.

Genesis Signal Device   B

With wall-penetrating audible and full-coverage 
visible signals, Genesis horn/strobe is the low-profile 
emergency signal that offers unmistakable indications  
of a fire alarm. 

R-Series Remote Annunciator   C

These remote annunciators provide bright and  
easy-to-read status indication and common controls  
for GE fire alarm control panels. 

Intelligent Control Panel   D

Supporting intelligent smoke detections, control panels 
come equipped with advanced features normally found 
only on large-building systems.

Signature Series Detectors   E

The Signature Series is comprised of advanced, 
intelligent smoke detectors with multiple sensors  
that can monitor conditions and react even before 
smoke is visible.

Integrated Security Management 
Facility Commander® Wnx   
This end-to-end solution for security applications is a 
scalable, open, integrated platform for Windows® that 
integrates access control, video surveillance, alarm 
monitoring, intrusion and photo ID.



For financial institutions, especially at the branch 
level, security systems are an absolute necessity.  
GE offers a comprehensive solution with a wide 
breadth of product lines including access control, 
fire/life safety, intrusion and video systems. In 
addition, our clients benefit from innovative 
products exclusively offered by GE. This includes 
our MASterMind™ software, the world’s preeminent 
security automation software featuring the 
industry’s only comprehensive open database 
management system. 

Our reliable, field-tested products are designed  
to meet the most demanding specifications and 
have demonstrated the kind of success rates you 
would expect from a global technology leader. 
With over 25 years’ experience in concepting and 
manufacturing exceptional security equipment, 
we understand compliance and regulation 
considerations and work extensively with our clients 
to make sure each of their specific needs are being 
met. You can be sure that when GE products and 
services are at work, you’re getting the support of 
one of the world’s most respected companies.

Security is an investment.  
Peak performance is the dividend.



North America 
T 941-309-8568 
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Trust your operations with a global 
security leader—GE.
GE security is a provider of security solutions and risk 
assessments, helping companies large and small protect 
staff, property, customers and the bottom line. 

As members of our GE Security Solutions Team, our  
security solutions experts take the time to learn your  
unique environment. Their experience and insights will 
address the specific security risks that can negatively impact 
your business.  

When you work with GE, you not only gain access to industry-
leading technology and best-in-class service, but also the 
added confidence that comes from a partnership with one of 
the world’s most respected companies.


